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Speakers and Session Synopsis 
 

Matthew Ancelin; Network Security Specialist; Palo Alto Networks 

Matthew Ancelin has been a technologist for 30 years, professionally for 13 years, and focused on 

information security for the past 7 years. Currently Matthew serves as a Cyber Security Specialist 

with Palo Alto Networks, supporting pre-sales engagements with the new Traps advanced 

endpoint line. Matthew is also an adjunct professor at University of Dallas in Irving, teaching a 

capstone course in their Cybersecurity Masters program. Previous employers include McAfee, 

Perot Systems (now Dell), Cotelligent, and MicroAge, and previous roles include database 

administration, project management, salesforce automation systems, sales training, and pre-sales 

engineering. Matthew served in the United States Army Signal Corps as a microwave 

communications technician, where he was awarded the Army commendation medal and earned 

his Airborne qualification. 

 

Matthew is an alumni of University of Dallas, where he earned his Masters of Science in 

Cybersecurity in 2013. He holds a B.S. in Management Information Systems from Park University, 

summa cum laude. Matthew completed post-baccalaureate studies in Secondary Education at the 

University of Texas at Dallas in 2003. Matthew is a Certified Information Systems Security 

Professional (CISSP), Certified Digital Forensics Examiner, Certified Network Security Engineer, 

and a member of the FBI Infragard program. Matthew serves on the cybersecurity curriculum 

advisory board of Collin College. 

 

Session Synopsis: Next-Generation Security and the Problem of Exploitation 

What has been done in the past wo ked fi e a k the , ut it does ’t ut it a o e.  What a e 
the problems with the past technology and where are we headed. 

 

Brad Andrews; CEO; RBA Communications 

Brad Andrews has been worked in the technology field for a long time.  He has worked in the 

defense industry, online services, banking, education, airlines and other areas.  Most of his early 

career was on the software development side of things, but he made the switch into information 

security over a decade ago and has been applying his skills to compliance, security and secure IT 

functionality most recently.  Brad currently works for National Health Systems and their 

subsidiary, PDX, Inc., a leading provider of pharmacy software and services.  His main focus is on 

compliance and secure development concerns.  He is also the Lead Faculty – Area Chair for 

Information Systems Security at the Online Campus of the University of Phoenix.  He has been 

teaching there for over a decade, currently focusing on information security courses.  He is 

interested in just about anything related to a computer, but is currently diving deeply into secure 

development issues, something that lets him combines both primary areas of his background.  

 

 

Session Synopsis: Threat Modeling Overview 

This session will cover the basic elements of threat modeling, looking at what it does and why it is 

important.  The goal is to provide a high level overview of the process and the use of things like 

data flow diagrams to look for trust boundaries attacks may come across.  We will go through 

some common threats and hopefully a list of dangers to watch out for when carrying out threat 

modeling.  The session will then work to interactively develop a flow diagram of Amazon.com and 

possibly another subject if we have time.  This will all be based on looking at the system as a user, 

without any insider knowledge, though Threat Modeling is normally carried out by those who do 

know the system well 
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Session Synopsis: Gaining Your STRIDE – Applying S.T.R.I.D.E. to a system 

This session is a continuation of Part 1 and will briefly look at the components of the STRIDE 

model often used as a part of threat modeling.  These are Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, 

Information Disclosure, Denial of Service, Elevation of Privilege.  We will then seek to work to find 

out what threats Amazon.com might face using the diagram we developed in the previous 

session.  This session will expect those present to be involved in raising potential risks.  Other 

systems may also be covered if we have time remaining in the session. 

  

Use of Amazon.com is the only likely experience of most participants, but even that is not 

required.  The goal is to work with something everyone can relate to, not to expose insider 

information for a specific company. 

 

Session Synopsis: Evaluating DREAD – Applying D.R.E.A.D. to the results of STRIDE. 

This session is a continuation of Parts 1 and 2 and will apply the DREAD model to the threats we 

found in the previous session.  We will start by discussing the elements of the DREAD model that 

is often used to evaluate risks to systems that are identified in threat modeling.  These are 

Damage, Reproducibility, Exploitability, Affected Users, Discoverability.  We will then work 

through the threats found in the previous session.  This will continue the focus on Amazon.com 

and go to other systems if time is available.  This session will expect those present to be involved 

in finding and suggesting values for each of the DREAD elements as they apply to the covered 

risks.  

 

 

John Fehan; Regional Practice Lead; OpenSky 

John is the Regional Practice Lead for OpenSky Professional Services and is responsible for 

business development and consulting services for the South Central Region. Previously Paul has 

worked in Pharmaceuticals, Consumer Products, Oil & Gas, Telecom, Healthcare and the US 

ARMY in positions ranging from developer to consultant to director to Captain in the US ARMY.  

He has a broad range and depth of knowledge and experience in areas such as development, 

network architecture and security assessments. 

 

Session Synopsis: The Evolving DMZ Architecture 

John will lead a tour through an actual DMZ architecture highlighting the importance of a sound 

network architecture, security controls and key principles that make the DMZ one of the most 

critical points of security control in an enterprise.   

  

Ted Gruenloh, Director of Operations, ECONET 

Beginning as full-stack engineer in web development and design, Ted has been working with 

various web and network security technologies for over 15 years. He is currently the Director of 

Operations for Sentinel IPS, a managed Intrusion Prevention service, where he guides 

development of Sentinel IPS, the CINS active threat intelligence system, and all of Sentinel's 

supporting technologies. He thinks the Sentinel is great technology, but he's most proud of the 

unrelenting care and support the Sentinel team gives their customers. 

 

Session Synopsis: The Role of Threat Intelligence and Layered Security for Intrusion Prevention 

The term 'Threat Intelligence' is getting a lot of buzz these days, but what does it mean? And, 

more importantly, how can it help protect your network? In this presentation, we will attempt to 

answer these questions within the context of a layered security approach that integrates Threat 

Intelligence with existing security methodologies. We also attempt to demonstrate how Threat 

Intelligence can improve a network's defenses at the perimeter and allow administrators to gain 

more visibility on the inside. 
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Steven Hatfield, Vulnerability Management Senior Advisor, Dell 

Steven has been studying Information Security for the past 7 years and involved with IT since he 

was a teenager, studying Computer Science in High School. Steven was in the first graduating 

class from the Academy of Irving ISD, now the Jack E Singley Academy in 2005.  Steven joined the 

Army and served for 8 years, 5 of which was as a System/Network Administrator and 1 as the 

Team Lead for Incident Response in the US Army Pacific command in Alaska.  He currently holds a 

CEH, Network +, and ITIL v3 certifications.  After leaving the Army Hatfield joined Dell as a 

Vulnerability Manager in April of 2014 and have been working for them since.  

 

He is married with no children, but we have 4 dogs, 1 of which is a service dog for my wife and 2 

are being trained currently as replacements.  In his spare time he am a Non Skating Official for 

the Dallas Derby Devils and assist with all of the DFW WFTDA and MRDA leagues. 

 

Session Synopsis: Social Engineering 101 or the Art of How You Got Owned by That Stranger 

Steven will be covering the basics of Social Engineering, different attack vectors that have worked 

with real world examples from friends currently conducting such tests, provide different sources 

to gather information on this topic, and present ways to prevent such attacks from happening in 

the future. 

  

 

Patrick Hayes; SCF, QSA; Managing Director; Securris USA, an Above Security Company 

Patrick Hayes is a seasoned business leader with over 20 years of experience in Information 

Technology strategy. He is a certified Enterprise Security Architect and PCI-DSS QSA. During the 

course of his career, Patrick has operated in several key senior technology and operation roles 

accountable for strategic direction, organizational alignment, and execution. He recently served 

as Chief Information Officer for IC Group LP, and Managing Director for AT&T Canada's Consulting 

Services. Currently, he is responsible for the U.S. operations of Seccuris, a leading information 

security consulting and managed services firm.  

 

Session Synopsis: Thrust Modeling for Cloud Outsourcing 

As the number and level of potential attacks, breaches and dangers to your organizatio ’s ital 
i fo atio  i eases, it’s i pe ati e to ha e a  effe ti e se u it  p og a  i  pla e, espe iall  
where cloud applications are involved. Yet creating protection and compliance solutions capable 

of reacting to any real or perceived threat at any point in time seems like an impossible task. So 

how and where should organizations focus their efforts to minimize impact in a world of never-

ending risk?  

 

In this session, attendees will learn about current and relevant issues impacting organizations and 

threatening the security landscape. The presenter will then introduce how to create an effective, 

integrated security trust model utilizing enterprise and security architecture frameworks that 

focus not only on cloud applications and technology, but also your ability to conduct business on 

a day-to-da  asis. Fi all , ou’ll lea  ho  this p o e  usi ess-driven strategy will enable 

organizations to make effective risk-based decisions at every level.  

 

Doug Landoll; CEO; Lantego 

Douglas Landoll is the CEO of Lantego a security consultancy specializing in risk assessment and 

policy development. He is the author of the best selling book "Security Risk Assessment 

Handbook" and a cybersecurity expert specializing in security risk assessment, compliance & 

governance, and building corporate security programs.  
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He has been a leader in information security for over 25 years, training over 2000 CISSPs and 

CISAs, founding 4 information security organizations and running security consulting divisions for 

public and private companies.  

 

Mr. Landoll has led projects to assess and improve security at many corporations and Federal, 

state, and local government agencies including the NSA, CIA, NATO, FBI, State agencies in Texas 

and Arizona, and Fortune 50 companies.  He holds a CS degree from James Madison University, 

and an MBA from the University of Texas, Austin; and received the Distinguished 

Fellow designation (reserved for the top 1%) from ISSA in 2012. 

 

Session Synopsis: Why Lead with Risk? 

There are many approaches to establishing, maintaining and improving information security 

programs: technology-centric, policy-driven, framework-based, audit-driven, compliance-driven, 

or risk-based. Mr. Landoll will discuss these each of these approaches and give concrete examples 

of why the only effective approach is to lead with risk. The presentation will also give pointers on 

conducting an effective security risk assessment and establishing a risk management process. 

Many of these approaches are based on Mr. Landoll's book: The Security Risk Assessment 

Handbook (2011). 

 

Session Synopsis: Four Deadly Traps in Using Information Security Frameworks 

Frameworks can be used to effectively build or assess information security programs, but applied 

incorrectly and they effectively mask major program gaps. During this talk, Mr. Landoll will 

explain the four framework traps and how to avoid them and how to effectively utilize a 

framework to build or assess an information security program. Mr. Landoll will focus on the NIST 

800-53 framework as an example. 

 

Session Synopsis: Everything You Need to Know About the New CISSP Exam 

ISC2 has made some major changes in the CISSP exam in the last few years. These changes 

include computer based training, "drag and drop" questions, scenario questions, and a revamped 

Common Body of Knowledge that changed the number of Domains for the first time ever. Mr. 

Landoll has been preparing candidates for the CISSP exam for 14 years and has taught a CISSP 

exam preparation class over 150 times. He will walk prospective CISSP candidates through these 

changes and field questions about their effect on the exam process and content. 

 

 

Monty McDougal; Cyber Engineering Fellow; Intelligence, Information and Services; Raytheon 

Monty McDougal is a Raytheon Intelligence, Information and Services (IIS) Cyber Engineering 

Fellow.  He has worked for Raytheon for the last 16+ years performing tasks ranging from 

programming to system administration and has an extensive web development / programming 

background spanning 18+ years. His work has included development/integration / architecture / 

accreditation work on numerous security projects for multiple government programs, internal 

and external security / wireless assessments, DCID 6/3 compliant web-based single sign-on 

solutions, PL-4 Controlled Interfaces (guards), reliable human review processes, audit log 

reduction tools, mail bannering solutions, and several advanced anti-malware IRADs / products / 

patents. 

 

Monty holds the following major degrees and certifications: BBA in Computer Science / 

Management (double major) from Angelo State University, MS in Network Security from Capitol 

College, CISSP, ISSEP, ISSAP, GCFE, GCWN, GAWN-C, GSEC, and serves on the SANS Advisory 

Board.  Monty has previously held the GCIH, GCFA, GREM, and GCUX certifications.  Monty is also 

the author of the Windows Forensic Toolchest (WFT). 
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Session Synopsis: Advanced Persistent Threat Life Cycle Management 

This presentation will cover the full Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) Life Cycle and Management 

of the resulting intrusions.  It will cover both what the APTs are doing as attackers and what we as 

defenders should be doing for both the APT Mission Flows and the Computer Network Defense 

(CND) Mission Flows.   

 

Session Synopsis: Kid Proofing the Internet of Things 

This presentation is intended to address the unique challenges parents face in securing their 

home networks both against their kids and in order to protect their kids from the evils of the 

Internet.  It is particularly focused on the problems the Internet of Things brings to us as parents.  

 

Kevin Mellot; President; Erase Enterprises 

Mr. Mellott has over 40 years of experience in the field of public safety. Prior to founding ERASE 

Enterprises, Mr. Mellott was an Assistant Chief in the Department of Public Safety for the City of 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. He supervised several special investigation units including the Arson 

Strike Team which was a multi-agency team of federal, state, and local investigators focusing on 

insurance fraud.  Mr. Mellott also served as the Public Safety liaison to the Management 

Information Systems project for the City. 

 
 

Mr. Mellott is internationally recognized as an expert in public safety and special investigations. 

He has provided training for thousands in industry and government as well as having been 

selected as the lead instructor for numerous special projects for the United States Military and 

Law Enforcement Agencies. Outside the United States, Mr. Mellott has conducted specialized 

training, investigations and security programs throughout the world.  His experience includes 

operations in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Czech Republic, Germany, France, Spain, Hong Kong 

(SAR), South Africa, Egypt, Botswana, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Mexico, Costa Rica, Panama, and many 

other locations. He has worked on high value asset programs including the NASA Space Shuttle 

Program, the USAF B-2 Stealth Bomber program, and many corporate projects where asset value 

was over $1 billion USD.  Mr. Mellott is a published author and has served as a technical 

consultant for the Smithsonian Magazine on issues of public safety. Mr. Mellott has conducted 

hundreds of investigations on issues ranging from incidents of terrorism to product tampering.  

He has provided economic espionage countermeasure services for both government and private 

sector organizations and routinely gives briefings to key executives on this high loss area of 

concern with an emphasis on cyber security threats. 

 

Keynote Synopsis: Managing Vulnerabilities Versus the Consequence 

At one point in this past year there were multiple separate Cyber Attacks launched against 

different targets in the world with an estimated total of 5,000 hackers / attackers from different 

countries being involved.  Can we really stop a relentless enemy that has a staffing level that is 

100 times greater than your defense staff, has much more experience with the weapons and 

tools that they use for attacks, and operates with no rules and knows no ethics? 

While we must continue with our defensive efforts and maintain cyber vigilance within our 

resources and means, is it not time to consider the reality that the enemy will get over the 

fo t ess all e e tuall ?  This p ese tatio  ill dis uss the o ept of Co sequence 

Ma age e t  a d ho  that p o ess eeds to e i luded i  toda ’s C e  Defe se pla i g. A 
summary of recent attack methods and vectors will be reviewed with a case history of how 

Consequence Management protected the target organization from major loss. 
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Jon Murphy; National Practice Lead; AOS 

Jon has over 25 years of success as a Business Technology Leader and IT Risk Management 

Consultant.  He has created and led Technology Risk Management programs for Federal and State 

governmental entities, eCommerce organizations, in the legal/financial/real estate vertical, and in 

other verticals. 

 

Jon has experience in the areas of Risk Management, Emergency Management, and 

Organizational Resiliency, as well as publishing (including internationally) in Computerworld, 

Network World, CSO, CIO, and Bloomberg BusinessWeek 

Jon has been providing consulting services to C-levels regarding compliance and remediation for 

SOx, GLBA, HIPAA, PCI, NIST, FFIEC, and other specific frameworks as a Virtual CSO for six years 

prior to joining AOS in 2013. 

 

Jon has an MBA and holds CISSP, NSA-IAM & IEM, CBCP, ITILv3, and CHS-V certifications 

currently; formerly, PMP, CDCP, CCNA, MCSE, MCDBA certifications, and a Top Secret Clearance 

while consulting to the Department of Homeland Security. 

 

 

Session Synopsis: Top 10 Trends for 2015 in Information Tech Risk Management 

ITRM is more than merely security hardware and apps under the control of an overworked 

network admin.  It is strategic and tactical process, technology, and people in various roles and 

levels working collaboratively to protect vital organizational assets like data, information, ability 

to delivery timely, and reputation.  Organizations need continuous, current, Actionable InsightSM 

about probable sources of majorly impactful risks and threats.  Then and only then are they 

adequately prepared to make the smartest investments in continuing education, process 

improvement, and procedures for the proper use of the right technology for their situation.  This 

multi-media, interactive presentation will cover the current top trends for 2015 in ITRM and that 

Actionable InsightSM - what your organization can and should do about likely and impactful IT risks 

and vulnerabilities. 

 

Robert Pace; Information Security Manager; Dell 

Robert Pace has over 15 years in Information Security, working with various companies in both 

public and privately held.  Robert began working for Dell Inc. in 2012.  He is responsible for 

delivering and managing a comprehensive Information Security Program for a major IT 

Outsourcing engagement for Dell.  Work activity requires leadership of key IT Security governance 

processes, designing of security processes, enhancement of IT Security policies and analysis of 

escalated security threats for strategic countermeasures. 

 

Prior to joining Dell, Robert worked at Williamson-Dickie. His responsibilities included designing 

and implementing IT security strategies, addressing control issues for the manufacturing and 

retail consumer operations, developing user access and identity management strategies, and 

much more.  Prior to Dell, Robert worked at PricewaterhouseCoopers, in their global risk 

management solutions practice.  Ro e t has a Ba helo ’s of “ ie e deg ee i  E gi ee i g f o  
Mi higa  “tate U i e sit  a d a Maste ’s of “ ie e i  Ma age e t f o  Walsh College of 
Business and Accountancy. He has completed the Executive Leadership Program at Thunderbird - 

Gavin School of International Management and is a CISSP, a CISM and a Certified Six-Sigma Green 

Belt.  
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Session Synopsis: Info Sec Opportunity – Embracing Big Data with People, Process, & 

Technology 

Increased awareness for participants to begin and/or expand upon channels for utilizing Big Data 

to enhance their respective programs via People, Process & Technology. 

 

Paul Styrvoky; IT Auditor; Dallas Independent School District 

Paul Styrvoky (Stir-vo-key) is an Information Technology and Audit professional who has been 

employed in global organizations serving the water, hygiene and energy technologies and 

services, oil and gas, financial, and convenience retail industries. Mr. Styrvoky was an alpha and 

beta tester for Microsoft and an early implementer of the Internet at a major Fortune 5 company. 

Mr. Styrvoky has supported Information Technology environments at a Public School District and 

Private University. 

 

Mr. Styrvoky joined the Dallas School District in August 2010 as the IT Auditor in the Internal 

Audit department. Mr. Styrvoky conducts periodic reviews of computer and application controls, 

analyzes data and supports the other members of the Internal Audit team. When not at work, 

Paul serves as a volunteer child advocate for children living in 26 impoverished countries. 

 

Session Synopsis: Social Media, The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly 

People are social creatures and have communicated for centuries using various means and 

methods. Now with the explosion of global tele-communications and data networks, people can 

rapidly communicate using multiple social media virtual communities and powerful mobile 

platforms. Significant news and sporting events are often reported in a real-time impacting the 

effectiveness of traditional communication channels (i.e., network TV news broadcasts). Students 

are collaborating on homework and activities through the use of social media virtual   

communities. Job seekers and employers are exploiting social media virtual communities.  We will 

discuss tips for avoiding the top 9 most common Facebook scams will be shared.  My 

presentation will highlight examples of social media use within the DCCCD community. I will share 

a personal story from my volunteer child advocate experience 

 

Nathan Swaim; President; ANRC LLC 

Nathan brings more than 15 years of professional experience in the field of cyber security, 

including expertise in intrusion, malware, vulnerability and exploit analysis, and security research. 

Prior to forming ANRC he held key positions in the Department of Defense as the Malware 

Analysis Lab Manager and the Information Assurance Officer at the National Threat Operations 

Center. 

 

Session Synopsis: Assuming Network Compromise: How changing your security perspective 

leads to proactive threat detection and prevention 

Computer and network security has come a long way at a rapid pace, yet we still have devastating 

data and security compromises each year in all industries. Producing and maintaining static attack 

signatures and Anti-Virus databases against modern and dynamic malware is no longer a viable 

option for information assurance. Today we have to be proactive and assume the bad guys are 

already past our defenses. The best defense is truly a good offense! 

 

In this workshop we'll strategize the best approach for implementing a pro-active network 

defense posture as well as compare and contrast the differences between legacy network 

security and this new security paradigm. Attendees involved in high-level policy and managerial 

decision-making are encouraged and welcome; however, more technical discussions should be 

expected. At the end of the session we'll discuss what solutions make sense and introduce the 

group to solutions already implemented and active today. 
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Harold Toomey; Principal Product Security Architect; McAfee, Part of Intel Security 

Harold is a founding member of the product security group at McAfee.  He would rather build 

security into products than to go fire stomping by releasing patches and security bulletins.  His 

fo us is o  defi i g a d a agi g M Afee’s “e u e De elop e t Life le “DL  p og a , 
Product Security Incident Response Team (PSIRT), policies, metrics and training.  He manages a 

virtual team of 50+ Product Security Champions worldwide.  He has been with McAfee for over 8 

years.   

 

Harold has over 18 years of information security experience in both private industry and in the 

military.  His certifications include: CISSP, CISA, CISM, CGEIT, CRISC, and ITIL v3.  Prior to joining 

McAfee, Harold was a technical product manager at Symantec for eight years.  Before that he 

served as VP of Engineering at CallWare Technologies, as a software engineer and manager at 

No ell, a d as a o issio ed offi e  i  the U.“. Ai  Fo e.  He ea ed his aste ’s degree in 

Electrical and Computer Engineering from Brigham Young University. 

 

For fun Harold runs marathons, ultra-marathon trails runs, and triathlons.  His running partner, 

Ro  Ult a Dog  Too e  a Po e a ia  dog , is fa ous th oughout Te as a d has u  8 ultras.  

He tutors a dozen students each school year in calculus and physics on weeknights.  He is also the 

scoutmaster for Boy Scout Troop 23 in McKinney, TX and takes the scouts camping at least once a 

month. 

 

Session Synopsis: Developing Secure Software: My Other Marathon 

When it comes to enterprise IT applications, what happens before you purchase the software can 

significantly impact your business even after it is installed with the best security controls.  Learn 

what software developers should be doing to ensure their code is free from vulnerabilities before 

you ever put their products into an operational environment.  People, processes, and technology 

needed to run a successful software security program and incident response team (PSIRT) will be 

covered.  The tasks required to do this have been adapted to both waterfall and agile 

development methodologies.  Each task will be compared to my recent journey of running my 

first 100 mile ultra-marathon.  I ill a s e  the uestio : Which is less painful, developing secure 

software or running a 100 mile race?  

 

Kevin Wheeler; Founder and Managing Director; InfoDefense 

An industry veteran, Kevin Wheeler has more than 17 years of information security, IT audit and 

compliance experience. He is the founder and Managing Director of InfoDefense, an information 

security services firm that specializes in IT governance, risk and compliance.  

 

Kevin has performed information security audits and assessments as well as network security 

design, computer incident response, business continuity planning, and IT security training for 

organizations in the financial services, healthcare, government and IT services industries. His 

project and employment portfolio includes organizations such as the United States Department 

of Defense, Bank of America, Hewlett-Packard (formerly EDS), Symantec and the State of Texas. 

Kevin co-autho ed IT Auditi g: Usi g Co t ols to P ote t I fo atio  Assets , a M G a -Hill 

publication 

 

Session Synopsis: Securing Industrial Control Systems. 

Our atio ’s iti al i f ast u tu e is o t olled  “CADA a d othe  i dust ial o t ol 
technologies. Water utilities, petroleum refineries, oil pipelines, food processors, manufacturers 
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and power companies all use SCADA systems to control and monitor operations. The vast 

majority of these industrial control systems have been in place for decades with few, if any, 

e ha e e ts to effe ti el  p ote t agai st toda ’s ad a ed th eats. As a esult, i dust ial 
control system vulnerabilities are currently a major concern. 

 

Legacy SCADA systems can be secured using many of the same best practices that are used to 

protect the enterprise. This presentation provides an overview of SCADA threats as well as 

practical solutions for protecting industrial control systems. 

 

 

John Whited; Principal Engineer; Raytheon 

John Whited, Principal Engineer, Raytheon, has 6 years of experience in Cybersecurity with 

expertise in Software Assurance and secure development life cycles (SDLC). He is the primary 

author of the Raytheon Secure Coding Standard. Prior to joining Raytheon, he was a software 

engineer and a systems engineer in commercial telephony, holding five US patents on Intelligent 

Networks. He is a graduate of Texas Tech University with a Bachelor of Science and a Master of 

Science in Electrical Engineering. He has made two joint presentations at the RSA Security 

Conference (2010 and 2012). 

 

Session Synopsis: Software Assurance 

Software Assurance (SwA) is also known by many other names -- application security, software 

security, secure application development, and others.  The numbers vary from study to study, but 

a vast majority of cyber-attacks at least involve an element of attack on one or more software 

applications. Fundamentally, SwA provides a level of confidence that software is free from 

vulnerabilities, either intentionally designed into the software or accidentally inserted at any time 

during its lifecycle, and that the software functions in the intended manner. SwA is a 

development lifecycle endeavor requiring the participation of many disciplines. This presentation 

will explore some of the best practices in secure software development across its lifecycle. 

 

 

William Whitney III; Cyber Security & Compliance Manager; Garland Power & Light 

William has been involved with electronics, power systems, data communications, information 

technology, cyber security, and compliance policy for over 15 years and is considered a subject 

matter expert in many facets of those fields.  He has a passion for technology and the future 

development of more efficient and safer systems.  This has allowed him to become a key player in 

systems integration, design, and security for technology systems. 

 

William has a Bachelor of Science in Computer Information Systems and many industry 

certifications including a CISSP and CEH.   He attends and speaks at many security and energy 

industry events around the nation.  He is a member, chair, or co-chair of many technology 

advisory boards and industry groups at the private, local, and federal level. 

 

Session Synopsis: Security Updates Matter: Exploitation for Beginners 

I  toda ’s o ld of o ti uous se u it  ea hes its e t e el  i po ta t to u de sta d o e of 
the easiest way to assist in protecting systems, updates.  Many systems are breached by updates 

not being applied for operating systems and applications on a regular basis.  This is a simple 

problem to fix but there is not a big understanding of how important patching is.  We will go over 

what patches are, why they are created, and why it is so important to update all your devices 

with a hands on demo hacking an unpatched system. 

. 
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Brian Wrozek; Chief Security Officer; Alliance Data 

Brian Wrozek is the Chief Security Officer for Alliance Data, an S&P 500 company headquartered 

in Plano, TX. Alliance Data is a leading global provider of data-driven marketing and loyalty 

solutions serving large, consumer-based industries.  At Alliance Data, Brian has global, enterprise 

security responsibility including information security, physical security, life safety, business 

continuity and privacy. 

 

Prior to Alliance Data, Brian served as the global IT Security and Privacy Director for Texas 

Instruments (TI).  Brian earned his BS in Computer Science from Michigan Technological 

University. He earned his MBA and Cybersecurity Certification from the University of Dallas. 

 

Brian is an adjunct professor at the University of Dallas teaching graduate-level Cybersecurity 

courses in the Satish & Yasmin Gupta College of Business. Brian received the 2008 Central Region 

Information Security Executive of the Year award from Tech Exec Networks and the 2010 

Information Security Executive of the Year award at the Texas Regional Infrastructure Security 

Conference. 

 

Session Synopsis: Information Security Program Essentials by the Texas CISO Council 

Security frameworks and control- specific guidance abound for organizations to utilize for 

technology risk management and information security operations.  The lack of a strategic and 

business- oriented approach for establishing an effective and sustainable program, however, has 

forced organizations to define unique and in some cases limited approaches to the ongoing 

challenge of managing technology risk.  As program leaders, we are often forced to blaze our own 

u i ue t ail i  the pu suit of st o ge  se u it  a d ette  p ote tio  of ou  o ga izatio ’s 
information resources.  

 

The Texas CISO Council has addressed this problem by capturing the essential elements of a 

complete program, and through the Information Security Program Essentials Guide has provided 

a reference that can benefit every organization. This Guide will help bridge the gap for small or 

large organizations that have immature or well established security programs. 
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We want to thank our many sponsors, including: 

 
Collin College 

Collin College Student Chapter of the North Texas ISSA 

North Texas ISSA 

Heartland Payment Systems 

Tenable Security 

Cyber Defense Labs 

Set Solutions 

Forsythe 

State Farm 

Erase.com 

Nathan Swain 

Ivan Zweig 

 

And all of our speakers, volunteers, and advisory board members.   

We could not have put on this conference without your support. 

 

 

Our Third Semi-Annual Cyber Security Conference will be held    

October 2 & 3, 2015 at the Collin College Spring Creek Campus in 

Plano, Texas.  We are now accepting requests to: Sponsor, Donate, 

Speak, Teach, and Volunteer.  

 

Send your emails to csc2015@billpetersen.com 

 

Find us on Facebook, Twitter, and Linkedin 

 

Send us your comments and suggestions 

 

Presentations and recordings will be posted as soon as we can process 

them.  They may be found at:  http://ntxissa.org 

#NTXISSACSC2 

mailto:csc2015@billpetersen.com
http://ntxissa.org/

